
	  
	  
Dave Lee (aka Joey Negro) grew up on disco, soul and funk in the 70s and 80s but was 
making house records under various guises in the 90s including Jakatta with which he 
scored 3 Top 40 hits. His love affair with disco has continued though and with that, the 
UK's version of underground disco, Brit Funk. Brit Funk is perhaps one of the UK’s most 
under-appreciated genres. Emerging in the late 70’s and taking influences from jazz, 
funk, reggae and pop, by the early 80s it had spread all over the UK. Chart-topping 
mainstream bands like Wham!, Spandau Ballet and Haircut 100 tapped into the style and 
sound to help launch their careers, whilst Linx, Level 42, Light of The World, The Cool 
Notes and Hi Tension were all Brit Funk acts who troubled the UK top 40 with their own 
singles. 

Dave compiled the first Brit Funk compilation back in 2010 but over the last 8 years has 
come across enough obscure long forgotten gems to justify a second instalment. And it 
comes with Gilles Peterson's blessing: “I thought I had it all when it came to Brit Funk 
and beyond but then again I hadn't been round Joey Negro's had I. A crucial selection 
from a world that inspired a whole generation of DJs and bands.”  

To mark the release Joey Negro gives us his 10 best Brit Funk tracks  

ATMOSFEAR ‘Dancing in Outer Space’ 

Joey Negro: "You can’t talk about Brit Funk without mentioning this song and 
Atmosfear generally. They were the mainstay act of Andy Soika's Elite label that released 
many of the most popular Brit Funk cuts by the likes of Level 42, Powerline and Touch. 
Though Atmosfear put out a few vocal tracks later into the 80s they were mainly an 
instrumental group with a slight reggae dubwise tinge to the bass and general sonics. 
DIOS is full of catchy riffs: the bassline, the guitars and then the lead synth all blend on 
top of each other perfectly. It came close to being a pop hit when re-released by MCA 
but stalled just outside the top 40. It must have sold loads across the various re-issues." 

 

 


